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Whatis a fracton? Is an excitation with reduced

mobility.

Elasticity
Spin Liquids

Quantum Hall Theories

...

fractory
Carroll

Galileous

Pretico, etal

Son, etal
Haah code GrumoX

X-cube model Yisay, Haah,
Fu



Gapless phases

Are constructedwith a scalar (ovector (

charge andcertain amountofits moments.

simple case:
UC) charge + Dipole

moment
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a=0 =2++ba)a
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Da =(ax(x2x)
+pix))

Da =0 => 21(x) +25kba =6
2

this conservation equations can be

improved to
2
+p

+ba(b5a =0
a-a =x;k4 =
x8.5- jab



MDMA

a ==0on ①
Translations g =>

on Da =DQa=3Q

I Pa, DaI =SabQ

Introduction ofrotations extends the algebra as

11,P] vP;[L,Da]-Da; [2, 2]-L

Ihavespace symmetry group!

Galileous 1905.05190
Carroll algebra Lexy-Leblond 1965;

Quantum Hall 2103.09826 Warped Lifschitz 1909.01157



Fieldtheory realizations
I
3 =x +Bax

S =(ax((t,2,xi)
I

24 =ix +Bax)I

S =(ax)12+412- x(1413)
- c,41412)2

- c2[4*(4824- 84.44) +h.-2142;4-2i4;41



dynamics
& Effective finite temperature dissipative
low energy theory
& d. of are

conserved charges

*e.0.m. Local conservation equations
A Local thermal equilibrium
A currents expandedin derivatives of

hydro variables
with phenomenological

coefficients (constrained by symmetries!)



Conserved charges:E, U, Pi

i +2ij =0

E.O.M i +2i2j5ij =0

;i +2;5ji =0

symmetry constraints
Rot. Invariance =>Tij =Tji

IDi,P;I =SijQ
=

Spi=-ni;Tij =eJijk-5;-1Jij
see also Glorioso et. al. 2301.02600



symmetry constraints
S

thermodynamics

Usually 3Cs, n, Pi) however sp3 =0 =4

energy density
cannotdepend on 4i.

Notice (p(2) =bi =xSpei()
=
0

↑
transforms as

a
Goldstone

therefore we assume different
values for

Xij =bi) Label differentthermodynamic

states (analogy superfluid)
d3 =TdS +mdn +FijdVij



constitutive relations and derivative

expansion.
Thermodynamic variables e, n,s, xi;are
01-0. Therefore O(P)--1
the equations are truncated as follow

2n+3

i =- 2i)s +0()

i
=

- 2i2;jij +0(y)
2n+3

&

Pi =-2jTi +0(7)
2n +2

Here we understand the currents as polynomials
ofthe densities andtheir derivatives



IConstitutive relations a order

ja =(t +4)Y" - Fijet() + ai
jij= - Fij

Tij =PSij +XiPj +XjPi +OFi +FijXkk

Si =si +qbi
The condition Effective velocity

i +eisk,0 =7
x7,0 Xi =- esi



Longitudinal modes around Di =0

- -
a.(az fixed
-
+ian()--ia,=
Nowk"; a,x

aX
al depends on thermodynamic-

as parameters on ly



On the other hand the shear (transverse)
mode does not disperse

w =0(k")

If we introduce the first order corrections
we find 12 transport coefficients.
the shear mode becomes

W -iYK**Subdiffusive.

analogue to shear viscosity

the longitudinal modes receive also "corrections



can we learn anythingabout gravity?
Elasticity Geometry Fractors

2+1D

smooth deformations Symmetric
--

Phonons -> "Gravitons"- garge fields

singular
tionsconfigura Background Fractors!

Dislocations torsion Ex

Disclinations
->curvature


